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EXPRESS DELIVERY 

SORTATION HUB 

OPERATIVE

LEVEL 2

Overview

WINNER



Employers in this sector provide the vital link 
between those sending and receiving a very 
wide range of letters, parcels, packets and other 
packages.

Some sortation hubs have direct airport, rail and 
port links but the majority rely on the national road 
network for distribution. The work is always highly 
organised and often uses the latest technological 
solutions, as sortation hubs can process millions of 
items each day.

Sortation hub operatives often work for employers 
that have national coverage, though some are 
smaller and more specialist and could focus on 
certain types of goods, activities include;

• Taking deliveries

• Sorting and checking for damaged letters / packages
and parcels

• Identifying parcels and packages, including those
which may include dangerous goods and hazardous
materials

• Short term storage of the parcel / packages

• Moving goods by various methods including; York
roll cages, conveyor belts, automated equipment,
sack trucks and trollies.                                                                      

• Sortation hub operatives deal with personal as well
business mail so must adhere to UK data protection
act 2018 as well as organisational confidentiality
procedures.

• They will follow strict security and health and safety
procedures, including

• They are able to work under pressure to tight
deadlines.

A Sortation hub operative will often be required to be 
flexible and work shifts including days, nights, evenings 

and weekends. 

Who is this apprenticeship suitable for?

Entry requirements

There are no formal entry requirements for this 

apprenticeship, however prior to enrolment DBC Training 

will conduct a skill scan to ensure that the candidate has 

the right exposure within the business to be suitable for 

the apprenticeship.

Sortation Hub Operative

Express Delivery Operative

Job Titles Include:



The components of the apprenticeship
Functional Skills: Maths & English

Apprentices will be required to pass functional skills at Level 1 as part 
of this programme, unless they already hold a current transferable skills 
qualification e.g. (GCSE grade C / 4 or above, or Key Skills Communication 
Level 2).

Delivery Model

This is a work based qualification and will be delivered by qualified and 
experienced DBC Development Coaches. Our approach to delivery is 
bespoke to your organisation.

End-Point Assessment (EPA)

An EPA is an independent synoptic assessment carried out by an 
independent assessor at the end of the apprenticeship this confirms the 
apprentice’s knowledge, skills and behaviours meet the required standard.

Duration: 14 months

Multiple Choice Test 

Practical Assessment 

Compentency Based Interview 

Below is an example of a learner journey, DBC Training will work with you to create 

a bespoke pathway, tailored to the organisation and learner needs.

Introduction to the 
programme, setting out 
expectations

The Arrival of Parcels, 
including weight, 

service and volume

The Express Delivery 
Landscape

Postal Regulations Health and Safety in 
the sortation hub

The EU international 
carriage of 
dangerous goods

Loading to belt, including 
sortation practices 

Sorting and Prioritizing 

Maintenance including 
reporting faults and 
contingency plans 

Building relationships, 
working in teams

Security and Data 
protection

EPA gateway End-Point Assessment
Practical observation, work based project, interview, professional discussion
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The importance of the 
hub

>

Identifying Goods, how best 
to sort and understanding 
labels

Identifying and 
handling dangerous 
goods

>



Activity Examples of Valid OFTJ
Assessment visits with your DC In the Workplace

Online learning Online training modules and support 
materials

Mentoring Support from line managers and 
colleagues

Continuous professional 
development

Any activity related to the job that 
develops new skills/knowledge

Reflection logs Recording all learning that
has taken place

Research Background working to improve 
knowledge

Rotating  in Different Areas of the Hub Gaining experience across all areas

EPA Preparation Ongoing preparation for End Point 
Assessment

Off the Job Training (OTJ) Progression  Opportunities
Off-the-job training is a learning activity away from the 
day to day duties of your job. A minimum 20% of the 
Apprenticeship has to be completed off-the-job. This can 
include training that is delivered in the work place, but 
will not include normal working duties. Examples of OTJ 
training include, but not limited to:

DBCTraining

Derbybusco

DBC Training

DBC Training
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Following completion of this apprenticeship, it may then be 
possible for learners to progress on to the Level 3 Supply 
Chain Practitioner, the level 3 Transport Supervisor or level 
3 Warehouse Supervisor apprenticeships.

We provide a strong customer ‘first’ ethos

Highly effective, individualised teaching and learning

High learner and employer satisfaction rates

Bespoke and flexible learning programmes tailored to 
employer and learner needs

Monthly learner progress reports/visits

Full key account management with quarterly 
progress reports 

Why DBC?
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